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Examining a century of university history, Larry Cuban tackles the age-old question: What is more important, teaching or
research? Using two departments (history and medicine) at Stanford University as a case study, Cuban shows how
universities have organizationally and politically subordinated teaching to research for over one hundred years. He
explains how university reforms, decade after decade, not only failed to dislodge the primacy of research but actually
served to strengthen it. He examines the academic work of research and teaching to determine how each has influenced
university structures and processes, including curricular reform. Can the dilemma of scholars vs. teachers ever be fully
reconciled? This fascinating historical journey is a must read for all university administrators, faculty, researchers, and
anyone concerned with educational reform.
Examines how many free societies have fallen to tyranny and looks at the possibility that the United States could be next.
Complete with romance, heartbreak, martial arts, cannibalism, and an army of shambling corpses, Dreadfully Ever After
brings the story of Pride and Prejudice and Zombies to a thrilling conclusion. When we last saw Elizabeth Bennet and
Fitzwilliam Darcy—at the end of the New York Times best seller Pride and Prejudice and Zombies—they were preparing for
a lifetime of wedded bliss. Yet the honeymoon has barely begun when poor Mr. Darcy is nipped by a rampaging dreadful.
Elizabeth knows the only acceptable course of action is to promptly behead her husband (and then burn the corpse, just
to be safe). But when she learns of a miracle antidote being developed in London, she realizes there may be one last
chance to save her true love—and for everyone to live happily ever after.
Today's financial landscape and what Wall Street doesn't want you to know Rigged Money is based on one simple truth:
Wall Street needs money from Main Street, not the other way around. The financial industry has convinced the general
public that investing across different asset classes is the only way to protect wealth, but this is an outdated rule that no
longer applies. Since asset classes—small caps, large caps, international investments, gold, and bonds—now overlap
when it comes to risk and volatility parameters, the diversification effect is gone. That's exactly what Wall Street doesn't
want you to know—that the rules of the game have changed. Risk Isn't Constant: Pie charts lie when it comes to
accurately describing the risk of stocks and bonds Dividends Are No Silver Bullet: They are designed to entice investors
rather than to increase a company's value or your net worth Buy and Hold is Dead: The financial world (and all the
companies and securities in it) moves too quickly and is changing too often for this theory to hold true today Gold Is Not
an Investment: Gold is today's currency of fear, and this fear is driven by escalating government debt An unflinching look
at this new financial world, Lee Munson's Rigged Money arms today's investors with the simple, smart, and clear advice
needed to level the playing field.
Studies show that emotional intelligence -- the social and emotional skills that make up what we call character -- is more
important to your child's success than the cognitive intelligence measured by IQ. And unlike IQ, emotional intelligence
can be developed in kids at all stages. Filled with games, checklists and practical parenting techniques, How to Raise a
Child with a High EQ will help your child to cope with -- and overcome -- the emotional stress of modern times and the
normal problems of growing up.
Are you a student preparing for the NBCOT exam? Looking for only one study guide to help you prepare for this
important day? Wondering what thousands of your peers and fellow students have relied on for their studying needs?
The answer is the OTA Exam Review Manual-now available in a completely updated and revised second edition with
over 550 questions. This invaluable study tool is designed to guide students through the studying process from start to
finish. With a redesigned question format to match the NBCOT exam, more questions, and an on-line testing component,
this second edition is a study guide that inspires critical thinking. Karen Sladyk and her co-authors incorporate domain-,
task-, and knowledge-style questions as a way to prepare students for the pace of the NBCOT exam. This collection of
questions enables students to think logically for the answers, not just practice for the exam. The OTA Exam Review
Manual, Second Edition also includes an on-line testing component. With 250 questions (50 more than the previous
edition), this feature assists students with integrated learning and the ability to maximize their computer testing skills.
Covering topics such as study techniques, content outlines, fieldwork, and life after the exam, the OTA Exam Review
Manual, Second Edition is the most current and extensive review on the market for OTA students. Features: Contains
550 questions (50 more than the previous edition) divided into 11 one-hour test period simulations Redesigned question
format to match new NBCOT exam Includes a new user-friendly, on-line testing component incorporating domain-style
questions from the book Worksheets, time organizers, and appendix resources
Businesses need a new type of problem solving. Why? Because they are getting people wrong. Traditional problemsolving methods taught in business schools serve us well for some of the everyday challenges of business, but they tend
to be ineffective with problems involving a high degree of uncertainty. Why? Because, more often than not, these tools
are based on a flawed model of human behavior. And that flawed model is the invisible scaffolding that supports our
surveys, our focus groups, our R&D, and much of our long-term strategic planning. In The Moment of Clarity, Christian
Madsbjerg and Mikkel Rasmussen examine the business world’s assumptions about human behavior and show how
these assumptions can lead businesses off track. But the authors chart a way forward. Using theories and tools from the
human sciences—anthropology, sociology, philosophy, and psychology—The Moment of Clarity introduces a practical
framework called sensemaking. Sensemaking’s nonlinear problem-solving approach gives executives a better way to
understand business challenges involving shifts in human behavior. This new methodology, a fundamentally different
way to think about strategy, is already taking off in Fortune 100 companies around the world. Through compelling case
studies and their direct experience with LEGO, Samsung, Adidas, Coloplast, and Intel, Madsbjerg and Rasmussen will
show you how to solve problems as diverse as setting company direction, driving growth, improving sales models,
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understanding the real culture of your organization, and finding your way in new markets. Over and over again,
executives say the same thing after engaging in a process of sensemaking: “Now I see it . . .” This experience—the
moment of clarity—has the potential to drive the entire strategic future of your company. Isn’t it time you and your firm
started getting people right? Learn more about the innovation and strategy work of ReD Associates at:
redassociates.com
Bloom was abandoned by her mother at birth, but thanks to her dad she never once felt unloved. When he is killed in a
car wreck, leaving her without any close family, she spends a year mourning him. She feels as if her heart has been cut
out of her chest and nothing is left but an empty hole that she doesn't think will ever heal. Then one night after work she
finds a wounded dog in the woods behind her house and takes him in, not realizing he's more than just some stray dog
but a wolf shifter, who happens to be her mate. Pike is getting over the loss of his father by running full force away from
his responsibilities. He's getting ready to go back to face his new position as the Alpha of his pack when he catches the
scent that can only belong to his mate. When Bloom finds out she may not be the normal human she always thought
herself to be, she's forced to search out the woman who abandoned her at birth. **Warning This Book Contains Graphic
Language***
How is finance related to economic processes, and why should it be viewed as a public good requiring policy action? This book provides an
answer. The book develops a practical framework for safeguarding financial stability, which encompasses both prevention and resolution of
problems. It also examines on-going and future challenges to financial stability posed by globalization, a growing reliance on derivatives and
their markets, and the capital market activities of insurers and reinsurers.
Time is her bitter enemy, until it saves her. Lieutenant Diana Burke will not give up. Though her missing person case had gone stone cold,
something about the disappearance of Kinley Chandler doesn't make sense. But the last place the detective expects to find her is the
highlands of medieval Scotland. Bodyguard Tharaen Aber needs another security complication like he needs the plague. But the ingenious
lass he catches sneaking around Dun Aran castle couldn't be more opposite. As skilled a tracker as he's ever seen, she lends her aid at
every opportunity. Unfortunately for the giant highlander, the complications she brings to his heart aren't nearly as easily solved. But not all
eyes see Diana for the good she brings. In fact, the druids demand that she leave and are determined to make it happen.
From the award-winning author of The Boy Detective Fails: A novel of two brothers growing up on the other side of the tracks. “A trailer park
in the Plains town of Tenderloin is the setting of this crusty coming-of-age debut, which features some of the liveliest characters just this side
of believable that one is apt to meet in a contemporary novel. The first-person narrator is a moral but susceptible eleven-year-old called
Dough, who lusts after his fifth-grade teacher and idolizes his trouble-making older brother, Pill-Bug. The boys, who are new to the town and
shamed by the stigma of living in a trailer, were named by a father who wanted them to remain tough and who ended up dying while
smuggling cigarettes along a Texas highway. Their mother and her new boyfriend, French, are low-life swingers, allowing the siblings to
spend nights with Val, who entertains a slew of men but whom Dough worships as a virginal Madonna. Dough’s own adoring friend is Lottie,
a slightly deranged girl who offers Dough a gift of one of her taxidermist father’s specimens; meanwhile, Pill-Bug earns a special affection
from Lunna, a high school floozy. Each character is vividly described . . . Meno’s passionate new voice makes him a writer to watch.”
—Publishers Weekly
The "Shadow Tree Series" comprises a unique collection of Western Esoteric studies and practices which Jacobus G. Swart, spiritual
successor to William G. Gray and co-founder of the Sangreal Sodality, has actuated and taught over a period of forty years. "The Book of
Seals & Amulets" comprises a comprehensive investigation into the meaning and relevance of Celestial Alphabets, Magical Seals, Magic
Squares, Divine and Angelic Names, etc., as well as their employment in Hebrew Amulets in order to benefit personal wellbeing in a most
significant manner. Continuing the standards set in "The Book of Self Creation" and "The Book of Sacred Names," Jacobus Swart offers
detailed instruction on the contents and construction of Hebrew Amulets. He again consulted the enormous array of relevant primary Hebrew
literature, large sections of which are available to an English readership for the first time.
Rethink traditional knitting with this groundbreaking collection of 25 sophisticated patterns for beautiful sweaters, jackets, and accessories
from one of the most influential voices in knitwear design. Award-winning author Nicky Epstein offers knitters of all skill levels adventurous,
wearable projects that showcase innovative and clever construction and garment details. From a tunic created by weaving sections of knitting
to a pullover featuring braided sleeve details, these patterns all offer interesting new twists on classic handknit designs. The stitches are easy,
but the eye-opening results will challenge the way knitters think about this age-old craft. Each chapter focuses on one type of treatment,
including innovative shaping, weaving, and braiding, directional knitting, or cutting-edge ways to use edgings and colorwork. Distilling her
more than 30 years of knit design know-how, Nicky shares all the tricks of her trade in this gorgeous volume.
Paths to Wealth through Common Stocks contains one original concept after another, each designed to greatly improve the results of those
who self-manage their investments -- while helping those who rely on professional investment advice select the right advisor for their needs.
Originally written by investment legend Philip A. Fisher in 1960, this timeless classic is now reintroduced by his well-known and respected
son, successful money manager Ken Fisher, in a new Foreword. Filled with in-depth insights and expert advice, Paths to Wealth through
Common Stocks expands upon the innovative ideas found in Fisher's highly regarded Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits -summarizing how worthwhile profits have been and will continue to be made through common stock ownership, and revealing why his
method can increase profits while reducing risk. Many of the ideas found here may depart from conventional investment wisdom, but the
impressive results produced by these concepts -- which are still relevant in today's market environment -- will quickly remind you why Philip
Fisher is considered one of the greatest investment minds of our time.
The brutal murder of Dr. Azor Sparks in an alley behind a restaurant is greeted with public outrage and a demand for swift, sure justice. But
the investigation into the well-known surgeon's death is raising too many questions and providing too few answers for homicide detective
Lieutenant Peter Decker. Why, for example, would the family of a man so beloved respond to his slaying with more surprise than grief? And
what linked a celebrated doctor with strict fundamentalist beliefs to a gang of outlaw bikers? But the most unsettling connection of all is the
one that ties the tormented Sparks family to Peter Decker's own -- and the secrets shared by a renegade Catholic priest...and Decker's wife,
Rina Lazarus.
Scattering, Natural Surfaces, and Fractals provides a comprehensive overview of electromagnetic scattering from natural surfaces, ranging
from the classical to the more recent (fractal) approach. As remote sensing applications become increasingly important, this text provides
readers with a solid background in interpretation, classification and thematization of microwave images. The “scattering problem is discussed
in detail with emphasis on its application to electromagnetic wave propagation, remote sensing, radar detection, and electromagnetic
diagnostics. Natural surface and fractals complete this treatise focusing on how the fractal model represents our natural environment and
other planets in our solar system, most recently as used to research the planet Venus and Titan, one of the moons of Saturn. An example of
how scattering, fractals, and natural surfaces are of great importance is the following: Natural oil slicks in the ocean have been found to be
fractal while man-made ones (generated by illegal washing of oil carrying ships) are not. Processing of an ocean image from space may
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detect the latter by means of a fractal analysis. An elegant and clear treatment of a rigorous topic with informative prose and realistic
illustrations of scattering Provides readers with a solid background in interpretation, classification, and thematization of microwave images
The only book available on fractal models and their application to scattering

The curse of the NUM8ERS continues in Rachel Ward's CHA0T1C, earth-shattering sequel! Adam has more than inherited his
mother's curse: When he looks in someone's eyes, he not only sees the date of their death...he feels the searing, shocking pain of
it. Since Jem died, Adam has lived by the sea with his great-grandmother, Val. But when rising tides flood the coast, they return to
London. The city is an alien, exciting, frightening place. Most disturbing of all, Adam can't help but clock how many people's
numbers are in January 2027; how many are on New Year's Day. What chaos awaits the world? Can he and Sarah stop a
catastrophe? Or are they, too, counted among the "twenty-sevens"?
Designed for students with no prior training in logic, INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC AND CRITICAL THINKING offers an accessible
treatment of logic that enhances understanding of reasoning in everyday life. The text begins with an introduction to arguments.
After some linguistic preliminaries, the text presents a detailed analysis of inductive reasoning and associated fallacies. This order
of presentation helps to motivate the use of formal methods in the subsequent sections on deductive logic and fallacies. Lively and
straightforward prose assists students in gaining facility with the sometimes challenging concepts of logic. By combining a
sensitive treatment of ordinary language arguments with a simple but rigorous exposition of basic principles of logic, the text
develops students' understanding of the relationships between logic and language, and strengthens their skills in critical thinking.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Petroleum geology is not a well-defined academic subject and it includes many different aspects of the Earth sciences. Nearly all
types of insight can in some cases be useful in petroleum exploration, but there are some disciplines that are most relevant. This
book covers some of the most critical aspects.
When orphaned elfin child Varuthir discovers that she is the last survivor of her house and destined to destroy the hundred
kingdoms, she makes many sacrifices on her way to becoming the powerful Queen Vielissiar Farcarinon.
Ariana had no reason to think this battle would be any different than the rest. Slay the beasts, save the day, another mission
accomplished for the Queen. But when another Huntress is hurt, Ariana is obligated to use her power to heal, allowing a Hunter to
find her. Now, her mission to bring the Oracle into the tribe is in serious jeopardy unless she can shake her Hunter. Lance isn’t
letting Ariana out of his sight. He’s prepared his whole life to go to battle alongside his mate, and now that he’s found her, his only
goal is to convince her that falling in love with him is the only option. But Ariana must decide where her loyalty ultimately lies—with
her Hunter or her Huntresses. And the cost of her choice just might be death for one of them... Each story in The Order of the Wolf
Series is standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order. Series Order: Book #1: Cursed Book #1.5: Wolf Slayer Book #2:
Wolves’ Bane Book #3: Spell Weaver Book #3.5: Mayhem Book #4: Valiant Heart Book #5: Beast Rising
In this much anticipated sequel to The True Meaning of Smekday, Tip and J.Lo are back for another hilarious intergalactic
adventure. And this time (and last time, and maybe next time), they want to make things right with the Boov. After Tip and J.Lo
banished the Gorg from Earth in a scheme involving the cloning of many, many cats, the pair is notorious—but not for their heroics.
Instead, human Dan Landry has taken credit for conquering the Gorg, and the Boov blame J.Lo for ruining their colonization of the
planet. Determined to clear his name, J.Lo and Tip pack into Slushious, a Chevy that J.Lo has engineered into a fairly operational
spaceship, and head to New Boovworld, the aliens' new home on one of Saturn's moons. But their welcome isn't quite as warm as
Tip and J.Lo would have liked. J.Lo is dubbed Public Enemy Number One, and Captain Smek knows that capturing the alien is the
only way he'll stand a chance in the Boovs' first-ever presidential election. With the help of a friendly flying billboard named Bill, a
journey through various garbage chutes, a bit of time travel, and a slew of hilarious Boovish accents, Tip and J.Lo must fight to set
the record straight—and return home in once piece.
Unit, Intermediate Direct Support and Intermediate General Support Maintenance InstructionsMarine Sanitation System for
Landing Craft, Utility (LCU) NSN 1905-01-154-1191Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: Dreadfully Ever AfterQuirk Books
Katy Perry is one of the world's most idolized stars and this gift set is packed with facts about the superstar. This beautifully
designed book tells the story of pop princess Katy Perry. In her first five years as a commercial recording artist she's won eight
Grammy nominations and released a smash hit movie not to mention a string of chart-topping singles and platinum albums and is
the only artist ever to have spent over 52 consecutive weeks in the Top 10 of the Hot 100. From 'Teenage Dream' to 'California
Gurl' and beyond, the fact and speculation about Katy Perry's past, present, and future make for fascinating reading. Included in
this high-quality gift pack are 6 free 10 x 8 prints. Read the history of Katy Perry's rise to fame in this beautifully illustrated
presentation wallet which contains a 64 page full color book and six ready-to-frame 8x10" prints.
The product of perhaps the most important research meeting in the field, this essential text outlines all the latest research in retinal
degeneration. Culled from the proceedings of the International Symposium on the subject, the topics in this volume explore the
etiology, cellular mechanisms, epidemiology, models and potential therapeutic measures for the blinding diseases of retinitis
pigmentosa and age-related macular degeneration. A must-read for researchers in the field.
This volume examines the complex, contradictory discourses of hypertext. Using theoretical material from cultural theory, radical
and border pedagogies, and technology criticism, the text discusses three primary ways hypertext is articulated: as automated
book (technical communication), as virtual commodity (online databases), and as environment for constructing and exploring
multiple subject positions (postmodern hypertext in composition and literature). I would recommend the entire book to researchers
and academics who recognize the need to integrate new technologies into our classrooms and pedagogies. - Technical
Communication
This guide to environmental chemistry covers major topical issues, including the greenhouse effect, the ozone layer, pesticides,
and air and water pollution. The text offers an active problem-solving approach, with exercises incorporated throughout each
chapter.
This new edition of the popular Pharmacology case studies for nurse prescribers has been thoroughly revised in the light of the
latest research and guidance from NICE, the British National Formulary (BNF), the Royal Pharmaceutical Society, the Nursing and
Midwifery Council and the Royal College of Nursing. While the first edition was aimed at students undertaking the non-medical
prescribing modules, this updated text has broadened its scope and is relevant to all trainee and qualified nurse prescribers. There
are new and additional chapters on pregnancy and breastfeeding, sexual health and contraception, and prescribing for frailty
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syndrome in the elderly. The latest developments in pharmacology (such as the emergence of biosimilar drugs) are included in the
text; and all the chapters from the first edition have been revised and updated by expert healthcare practitioners. Meanwhile, the
practical approach and helpful features that made the first edition so popular remain unchanged. The authors offer a basic
introduction to pharmacological concepts, embedded in specific conditions, through case studies and self-assessment questions.
By utilising a case study approach, they enable the reader to link pharmacological concepts with clinical practice. Reading this
book, and carrying out the numerous self-assessment activities, will give the reader an appreciation of the value of having a sound
pharmacological knowledge base in order to deliver safe practice, effective prescribing and improved patient care. Praise for the
first edition: ‘A useful and practical accompaniment for those studying nurse prescribing, this textbook is also a valuable resource
for practitioners qualified in this extended role and those who prescribe and administer medications daily.’ Valerie McGurk,
Practice Development Nurse, Nursing Management ‘This book is a comprehensive collection of case studies on a number of
conditions, from heart failure to eye problems.’ Lynda Gibbons, Registered Advanced Nurse Practitioner, Emergency Nurse
Nisha falls in love with God in the college canteen when she is an impressionable teenager and he a ragged, streetwise student.
God’s driving ambition leads him into journalism while Nisha lands a job in advertising. Sycophants, whores, fixers, pretty boys
and party girls drift in and out of their lives as their careers take off with dizzying speed and then, as abruptly, everything goes
terribly wrong . . .
Serious, Moving, Funny And Ironic By Turns, These Stories Are Replete With The Perceptions Of A Man Who Has Viewed The
World With Equanimity And Compassion.
Whether you are an experienced WebDriver developer or someone who was newly assigned a task to create automated tests, this
book is for you. Since the ideas and concepts are described in simple terms, no previous experience in computer coding or
programming is required.
Are Democrats more tolerant than Republicans? Are they more intelligent? Who spends more time at work and who spends more
time watching TV? Why are Republicans happier? Who benefits more from Social Security? All of these questions, and many
more, are answered in Democrats and Republicans - Rhetoric and Reality. It uses authoritative survey evidence and statistics to
compare the conduct and achievements of the Democratic and Republican constituencies. Many of the findings are surprising. For
example, Democrats and Republicans have different tendencies with regard to trust, self-esteem, "apparent intelligence," political
knowledge, mental health, happiness, work hours, charity, and even body mass index. These general differences are quantifiable
and statistically significant. The author principally relied on data from the General Social Survey and the American National
Election Studies, rounded out by surveys conducted by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, the Gallup
Organization, the Institute for Public Policy and Social Research, Harris Interactive, and other organizations. Although the book is
aimed at the popular market, it has all of the supporting references and statistical significance of an academic work. Interspersed
among the findings are quotations from pundits, politicians, philosophers, celebrities, fruitcakes, etc. Although some of this rhetoric
is strident, the book's overall tone is objective - a refreshing alternative to the bombastic polemics we often see in modern political
works. The last chapter comprises several constructive lessons that can be learned from the various Democratic-Republican
comparisons. This is the most comprehensive and authoritative book written about the constituencies of our two major political
parties. It should be in the personal library of anyone who is interested in American politics.

!--StartFragment--What is the difference between choking and panicking? Why are there dozens of varieties of mustardbut only one variety of ketchup? What do football players teach us about how to hire teachers? What does hair dye tell us
about the history of the 20th century? In the past decade, Malcolm Gladwell has written three books that have radically
changed how we understand our world and ourselves: The Tipping Point; Blink; and Outliers. Now, in What the Dog Saw,
he brings together, for the first time, the best of his writing from The New Yorker over the same period. Here is the
bittersweet tale of the inventor of the birth control pill, and the dazzling inventions of the pasta sauce pioneer Howard
Moscowitz. Gladwell sits with Ron Popeil, the king of the American kitchen, as he sells rotisserie ovens, and divines the
secrets of Cesar Millan, the "dog whisperer" who can calm savage animals with the touch of his hand. He explores
intelligence tests and ethnic profiling and "hindsight bias" and why it was that everyone in Silicon Valley once tripped over
themselves to hire the same college graduate. "Good writing," Gladwell says in his preface, "does not succeed or fail on
the strength of its ability to persuade. It succeeds or fails on the strength of its ability to engage you, to make you think, to
give you a glimpse into someone else's head." What the Dog Saw is yet another example of the buoyant spirit and
unflagging curiosity that have made Malcolm Gladwell our most brilliant investigator of the hidden extraordinary.
!--EndFragment-DIVEnter the enchanting world of pop-ups and handmade paper crafts. Join author Helen Hiebert as she guides you
through materials, tools and pop-up basics including parallel folds, angle folds, combinations and variations, and layered
pop-ups. Enjoy creating 20 projects to play with ranging from cards and books to buildings, graphic design pieces, and
more. Featuring a high-end gallery of artists, whose beautiful work will inspire you to make your own amazing paper art,
Playing with Pop-Ups will teach you to create interactive pieces that everyone will enjoy./div
"This book describes the journey of Singapore's development and the fundamental role that water has had in shaping it.
What makes this case so unique is that the quest for self-sufficiency in terms of water availability in a fast-changing urban
context has been crucial to the way development policies and agendas have been planned throughout the years"-When he goes to spend the summer with his great-aunt in the family's old house, eleven-year-old Drew is drawn eighty
years into the past to trade places with his great-great-uncle who is dying of diphtheria.
This study guide for server administrators preparing to take the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) exam
70-662 provides instruction and reference material on subjects covered by this business intelligence specialization
certification test.Topics discussed include installing Exchange Server 2010, mailboxes, distribution groups, configuring
client access, logging and reports, transport servers and Exchange in high-availability environments. Each chapter
includes screen shots and code examples, and a companion CD-ROM includes additional material and sample data sets
as well as practice tests for each section. Access to four networked Exchange servers is required to use the provided
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practice materials and advice on creating virtual servers isincluded.
As industrial control systems (ICS), including SCADA, DCS, and other process control networks, become Internet-facing,
they expose crucial services to attack. Threats like Duqu, a sophisticated worm found in the wild that appeared to share
portions of its code with the Stuxnet worm, emerge with increasing frequency. Explaining how to develop and implement
an effective cybersecurity program for ICS, Cybersecurity for Industrial Control Systems: SCADA, DCS, PLC, HMI, and
SIS provides you with the tools to ensure network security without sacrificing the efficiency and functionality of ICS.
Highlighting the key issues that need to be addressed, the book begins with a thorough introduction to ICS. It discusses
business, cost, competitive, and regulatory drivers and the conflicting priorities of convergence. Next, it explains why
security requirements differ from IT to ICS. It differentiates when standard IT security solutions can be used and where
SCADA-specific practices are required. The book examines the plethora of potential threats to ICS, including hi-jacking
malware, botnets, spam engines, and porn dialers. It outlines the range of vulnerabilities inherent in the ICS quest for
efficiency and functionality that necessitates risk behavior such as remote access and control of critical equipment.
Reviewing risk assessment techniques and the evolving risk assessment process, the text concludes by examining what
is on the horizon for ICS security, including IPv6, ICSv6 test lab designs, and IPv6 and ICS sensors.
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